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1- History is a means of disseminating and comprehending the wisdom and weakness of our

forebears. forebear means.........
1. problem

2. ancestor

3. belief

4. decision

2- These ancient objects are very precious because they give us a lot of information about a long

time ago. ancient means........
1. different

2. very high

3. complete

4. very old

3- He made himself ruler of the Persians and then started thinking of dominion over neighboring

country. dominion means........
1. control

2. attack

3. connect

4. defeat

4- This civilization was formerly called the Babylonian or Babylonian-assyrian civilization. formerly

means........
1. yearly

2. after

3. exactly

4. before

5- When Napoleon returned to France in March 1815, he found that he had li(le ac)ve support in his

own realm. realm means.......
1. territory

2. division

3. military

4. tradition

6- They established their autonomous government a*er they defeated the US forces in 1975.

autonomous means........
1. excellent

2. realistic

3. independent

4. domestic

7- In return for protection and economic assistance they received, the vassals had to pay taxes.

assistance means........
1. power

2. help

3. change

4. role

8- As the practicality of these machines was soon demonstrated, machinization was bound to be

extended to other menufactures. demonstrate means........
1. accept

2. show

3. choose

4. need

9- That movement brought into existence a class of capitalistists who were constantly seeking new

opportunities. bring into existence means.........
1. create

2. remove

3. spread

4. receive

10- In the last century of their rule, the Merovingians showed their declining authority even in their

particular kingdoms. authority means.......
1. free to compete with others

2. member of parliament

3. power to make decisions

4. conditions of a country
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11- It is very difficult to ............with people who do not know your language.
1. occupy

2. decline

3. deplete

4. interact

12- The word ............means a condition of human society that has a high level of cultural and

technolodical achievement.
1. civilization

2. consultation

3. emigration

4. contribution

13- Darius's son and ............,Xerxes, determined to punish Athensn, invaded greece in 480.
1. neighbor

2. successor

3. dictator

4. employer

14- Subjugated nations started to fight against the cruel .............. that had been forced upon them

and they determined to regain their freedom.
1. excavation

2. victory

3. depotism

4. security

15- They admired Greek cultural achievements and preserved them for future ...........
1. destruction

2. concession

3. migration

4. generation

16- After thirteen years of ...........this mission the prophet was forced to emigrate to the city of

Medina.
1. carrying out

2. capturing

3. drawing up

4. settling

17- China and Britain had agreed that Hong Kong should be returned to Chinese .............in 1997.
1. creativity

2. sovereignty

3. identity

4. complexity

18- These brave men ........power by force and deceit, but most of them were interested in the

people's welfare.
1. criticized

2. adopted

3. purchased

4. seized

19- Industrial..............can be applied to specific countries and periods of the past, but the process

known as industrialization is still going on.
1. unification

2. deforestation

3. revolution

4. fortification

20- It is a set of basic laws or principles for a country that describe the rights and duties of its citizens.

It refers to.........
1. organization

2. exploration

3. investigation

4. constitution

21- I think contemporary literature is quiet different from literature of the past. contemporary

means........
1. 
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22- Handicrafts appeared as is shown by the finds of archaeologists in various parts of the country.

archaeologist means.........
1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

23- As Cyrus the great, he has gone down in history as one of the most famous conquerors of all time.

go down in history means........
1.     

2.

3.  "#$   

4.  %&'

  ! 

24- The Babylonians established an autocratic state and during the reign of their most famous king

exended their dominion North to Assyria. autocratic means........
1.  

2. 

3. %() 

4. *

25- Iranians did not remain at ease under Arab rule and took advantage of every opportunity to gain

their independence. take advantage means.......
1.

 +, -(

2.   .!

3.  "/

4.  01

26- According to scholar Ann Lambton, the Constitutional revolution marked the end of the medieval

period in Iran. medieval means.......
1. #2 34

2.  ( 5&

3.  , (

4.  6& &7

27- Royal extravagance and the absence of incoming revenues made Iran's financial problems worse.

revenues means.......
1. !'

2. !  

3. 8 9#$

4. ! ":

28- This demand grew largely from the establishment of colonial Empires and from the marked

increase in the population of Europe. colonial means.........
1. ;< 

2. %

3. " : 

4. % #

29- After his time their empire gradually declined until it was finally overthrown by the Kassites about

1650 BC. overthrown means.......
1.  =(>

2.  ;>

3.  "#

4.  ?@

30- They do indicate that the machine age did not burst upon the world out of a clear sky. indicate

means........
1.  A
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